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THE BURNING LANCE

POINTS: 150 + models

Phoenix Lord Fuegan, the first of the Fire Dragons, is a master of strike tactics and coordinated assault. Flying down onto the battlefield on
wings of flame, he leads his company from the forefront, punching a hole in the enemy’s defenses before disembarking his dragons from their
transports and dispensing white-hot death.
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Forces
Phoenix Lord Fuegan, 9 Fire Dragons + Exarch, mounted in a Wave Serpent (see Fire Serpent below)
2+ units of 9 Fire Dragons + Exarch, mounted in a Wave Serpent
0+ Autarchs (must be deployed inside a Wave Serpent from the Legendary Formation)
Special Rules
Fire Serpent: Fuegan’s personal transport has served him for many thousands of years, and is capable of surviving damage which would cripple
a typical Eldar vehicle. The Fire Serpent may be taken in place of a single normal Wave Serpent in the Burning Lance formation for 250 points.
It is equipped with a turret-mounted twin-linked Fire Pike, two Flamers (may be fired as a single twin-linked Flamer), an Energy Field, a Holo
Field, Vectored Engines, and Star Engines. Due to the specialized heat-dissipative shielding the Fire Serpent cannot be harmed by Melta Bombs
or any weapon with the Melta special rule.
Out of the Sun: All units in the formation must be held in Strategic Reserve at the beginning of the battle. The Wave Serpents in the Burning
Lance formation may deploy using Deep Strike. Place the Fire Serpent (or other Wave Serpent carrying Fuegan) via Deep Strike as normal. If
the transport deploys successfully place all other Wave Serpents within 12” of the grav tank without scattering. During the turn in which they
deploy, Wave Serpents in the formation may fire all weapons no matter how fast they move.
Crack Shooting: During one shooting phase any Exarch in the Legendary Formation with the Crack Shot special rule may extend his rule to the
rest of his squad. If a unit targets the same enemy unit as the Phoenix Lord, they may re-roll their to-hit rolls as well.

